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APIs have stepped into the spotlight 
in recent years, thanks to the 
explosive growth of web and mobile 
applications that rely on APIs to 
access information and perform 
critical functions. 

SmartBear Software recently published the results of a 

global API industry survey, which included responses 

from more than 2,300 software professionals. 

We found that APIs are being used to improve efficiency, 

extend functionality, and reduce development time and 

cost:

• 50% said they use APIs to provide interoperation be-

tween internal systems, tools, and teams

• 49% said they use APIs to extend functionality in a prod-

uct or service

• 42% said they use APIs to reduce development time

• 8% said they used APIs to reduce devel opment cost

It’s clear to understand the impact that poor API per-

formance could have on any of these use cases – an 

API performance issue translates directly to loss of 

time and revenue. 

It’s not surprising that, when asked about 

how they would react upon encountering an 

API quality or performance issue,

one-third of organizations that consume 

APIs said they would consider permanently 

switching API providers after experiencing 

a performance issue.
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API providers across all industries
agree — performance is the primary way to 
measure the success of an API.

The focus on performance aligns with the expectations of 

consumers, who look at performance and availability as 

a top concern when evaluating an API. Less than a third 

of API providers look at number of subscribers, moneti-

zation, or retention as the primary method for measuring 

the success of API. While these metrics are critically im-

portant, providers agree that the success of an API will be 

dependent on its ability to perform and meet user expec-

tations.

While API performance is crucial for success, what we 

often see during the API delivery lifecycle is that in an 

absence of additional resources during development, 

performance problems are often pushed aside until the 

very end of a project.

Why? In addition to the fact that many teams are function-

ing with limited testing resources, last-minute changes, 

bugs that prevent test execution, and infrastructure limita-

tions can also get in the way. 

That’s why we created this eBook.

The goal of these eBook is to provide practical 

advice teams can use to improve the efficiency 

of their performance testing process.

We’ll cover:

• Testing’s role in API performance

• Improving efficiency by reusing functional 

tests

• Different use cases for API performance 

testing

• Going beyond performance: using function-

al tests for API security

This eBook will provide practical advice that can 

be applied to all teams which work with APIs but 

will also show step-by-step examples of how to 

run effective load tests with LoadUI NG Pro.

https://smartbear.com
https://smartbear.com/product/ready-api/loadui/overview/
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Testing’s Role in API 
Performance
When asked about the tools they are using to deliver 

high quality APIs, API providers said that on average, 

they are using four different API quality tools. The pro-

liferation of tools can lead to inefficiency as developers  

and testers move between tools, and as systems must

be customized to integrate together. The ability to use 

common assets across multiple systems is becoming 

increasingly necessary.

Testing is the primary focus for organizations looking 

to improve API quality. Functional testing, performance 

testing, unit testing, and performance monitoring are 

the top tools being used to ensure API quality across 

the API lifecycle.

Which of the following 
tools does your 
organisationutilize to 
deliver high quality 
APIs?

n=1300

https://smartbear.com
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How can you use functional tests, along with your 

performance testing? Here are four steps you’ll need 

to follow:

1. Incremental API testing

Incremental API testing starts at the lowest functional 

levels. Test a small function and then build from there. 

If all of the individual components function and per-

form correctly, chances are they will work together, 

which will help identify and debug performance bottle-

necks in the future.

From there, you can introduce performance testing. 

Functional testing is the first piece of API readiness. The 

goal of functional testing is to ensure your API does what 

it is supposed to do and returns the data it’s expected to 

return. Using realistic, dynamic data in your functional API 

tests is critical to covering boundary conditions, positive/

negative testing, and truly simulating the way your con-

sumers interact with your APIs in the real world. 

Performance testing is about creating production level 

load simulations within an application or system that is as 

near as possible to being a finished product ready to de-

ploy, or an existing application that’s already being used 

by customers. By utilizing specialized testing software, 

load testing allows testers to answer questions like “Is 

my system doing what I expect under these conditions?”, 

“How will my application respond when a failure occurs?”, 

and “Is my application’s performance good enough?”

While these two forms of testing serve two distinct 

purposes in the API development lifecycle, they also 

feed into each other and can/should be used in tan-

dem to ensure API performance. 

The goal of functional testing 

is to ensure your API does 

what it is supposed to do and 

returns the data it’s expected 

to return.

Performance testing is about 

creating production level 

load simulations within an 

application or system that is 

as near as possible to being 

a finished product ready to 

deploy, or an existing appli-

cation that’s already being 

used by customers.

Functional Testing Performance Testing

https://smartbear.com
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API load testing tools allow you to manage important fac-

tors within the load test like test length, failure conditions, 

and how virtual load will impact your API to create the 

most realistic possible scenario. With a tool like LoadUI 

NG Pro, you can generate load either via rate, to simulate 

machine-to-machine behavior or virtual user, to simulate 

actual users interacting with your API models, change 

the wait time between executions, and specify which test 

cases you want to load test.

Using a tool to test for performance allows you to test 

performance by layers. You can break performance test-

ing into smaller tasks, earlier in the development process. 

Do small checks often and early, leaving more formal 

performance testing to rerelease diagnosis activities. Run 

tests against individual endpoints and web methods, but 

also simulate multi-step exchanges that incur sequences 

of requests like what is represented in real traffic to your 

API. 

2. Establish performance goals

Create API performance tests to work alongside your 

functional tests. Also, be sure to incorporate perfor-

mance tests into the build process by setting perfor-

mance goals when writing user stories. For example, 

if you are creating an API for an e-commerce site, 

you’ll want to include the functionality to add items 

to a cart. This task should take no more than half a 

second to process. Creating your performance test 

alongside your functional test allows you to continual-

ly measure the performance of your API. 

3. Include API performance tests in the build 

process

Include load tests in the build process so that each 

build goes through some level of performance test-

ing. By doing this, you’ll be able to determine what 

caused the slowdown in an application’s perfor-

mance. Also, if you need to roll back to an earlier 

build, you know how well that particular build per-

forms.  

https://smartbear.com
https://smartbear.com/product/ready-api/loadui/overview/
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4. Reuse functional tests

Reusing functional tests whenever possible is one of the 

key anchor points for performance testing, driving devel-

opment of work scenarios for later use as the workload of 

more in-depth load tests. It’s critical that you are review-

ing your functional tests with a designated performance 

expert so that you can make the decision of how tests 

can be repurposed. 

How can you reuse functional tests? We’ll take a deeper 

look in the next section.

https://smartbear.com
https://smartbear.com/product/ready-api/loadui/overview/
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Improving the Efficiency 
of Performance Tests by 
Reusing Functional Tests

When asked to provide the factors that are most 

important when evaluating API tool, we found that 

teams want tools that easily integrate with existing 

systems and are easy to implement. They also want 

tools to improve efficiency by re-using tests, scripts, 

and resources.

We also asked respondents to provide the biggest chal-

lenges they face when delivering high quality APIs. Not 

surprisingly, increased demand for speed and delivery 

was a top concern. The increased pressure to speed 

up delivery is accompanied by a lack of integrations be-

tween tools and systems, and strains on resources due to 

increased workload.

While time and resources will always put pressure on 

development teams, using the right testing tools can help 

improve efficiency and get more from your testing work-

load.

https://smartbear.com
https://smartbear.com/product/ready-api/loadui/overview/
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WE FOUND THAT:
• 41% Integrations with existing tools in your environment

• 39% Reusability of tests, scripts, resources

• 36% Ease  of usethis to the cart.

https://smartbear.com
https://smartbear.com/product/ready-api/loadui/overview/
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With LoadUI NG Pro, you can reuse your functional API 

tests built on the industry’s most trusted open-source 

based API testing tool, SoapUI to speed testing and re-

duce the time it takes you to deploy high performance 

REST and SOAP web Services.

By reusing functional tests for performance testing, you 

can: 

• Test the speed and scalability of new changes to your 

APIs in minutes, not days

• Preview API performance behaviors before releasing to 

production environments

• Shift performance insights more to the left so devel-

opers build more reliable code

You’ll also be able to address three of the most com-

mon roadblocks to performance testing your API, 

including: 

• It’s hard, we don’t have the skills: With a basic un-

derstanding of how the load testing tool works, you 

can load test your API with a few clicks by reusing 

your functional test script. 

• We tried few tools, they require coding skills: Re-

using functional tests enables you to quickly run load 

tests without writing new scripts. 

• We are already doing so many other tests; per-

formance responsibility is fragmented among 

teams: Reusing tests enables you to get the most 

from the tests you create. In the next section of the 

eBook, we’ll look at even more ways you can reuse 

functional tests with a platform like Ready! API.

-

-

----

-

-

-

https://smartbear.com
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Let’s take a closer look at how it works:

Once you’ve got a functional test script created, either 

using SoapUI NG Pro or using the open source SoapUI 

and importing your test into SoapUI NG Pro, you can 

right click on your test suite and select “New LoadUI 

NG” test.

1 Right Click your test suite 2 Click LoadUI NG Test 3 Hit the play button

1

2

3

https://smartbear.com
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This will bring you into the LoadUI NG Pro tab, where your 

existing SoapUI Functional test case has been added to

a LoadUI scenario, enabling you to configure how 

load should impact your API.

https://smartbear.com
https://smartbear.com/product/ready-api/loadui/overview/
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Putting Performance Testing 
into Action: 5 Load Testing 
Scenarios for Your API
Now that you’ve seen how easy it is to reuse functional 

tests to create load tests for your API, the next step is to 

determine the right scenarios to test. 

When load testing an API, you need to use different load 

conditions to see how the API handles them. Here are 

some questions that your load tests should answer:

• What number of users can work with the API at the same 

time?

• How long can users work with the API before the restart is 

needed?

•  What if a high number of users are working with the 

API for an extended period?

•  What happens if a sudden spike of users that the API 

cannot handle happens?

Below is an introduction to five different scenarios you 

can test:

Baseline testing

You can use this load testing strategy to get a basis 

for your further load tests, or to assess how your API 

performs against service-level agreement (SLA).

Your test should help you determine what response is 

normal for the API. You can then use these values to 

set up the assertion in other tests. You may also find 

API or target TestCase problems that would prevent 

longer load tests from running correctly. This is also a 

good way to check if your API performs according to 

SLA.

To estimate the API performance, add assertions and 

API monitors that will check the response time, the 

size of transferred data and other values to which 

your SLA can refer.

Here is how your test results may look:

https://smartbear.com
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Stress Testing

Stress testing means simulating heavy load on the API to 

find the maximum number of users the API can handle. 

This number is also called a crash point.

The crash point does not necessarily mean that API 

crashes or hangs. It can mean that errors start happening 

or that the API performance or response time fall below 

the level that your service-level agreement (SLA) defines.

You’ll need to create assertions and API monitors to 

check the API response against the limits specified in 

your SLA. When the responses take longer than the SLA 

specifies, your API runs out of processing power, or errors 

start happening - you have reached the maximum capaci-

ty of your API.

Note: To see how many virtual users Ready! API was 

simulating when the crash point was reached, switch 

to the Statistics page and create a graph for the Fail-

ures - Total and Running - Value metrics on the Test-

Case category. They represent the total number of 

errors and the number of simultaneous virtual users.

Soak Testing

You use soak testing to find issues that come up 

during extended work with the API, like API memory 

leaks.

Ideally, at the end of the test run, the API perfor-

mance should be the same performance as at the 

beginning of the test. The decrease in performance 

can indicate that the API code has some issues.

Test Parameters

To create a soak test:

•  Use the Fixed, Variance load profile or a combination 

of both.

•  Configure the profile settings to simulate a load that 

is slightly above expected average load.

•  Set a very long test duration. Ideally, soak tests 

should run for more than a day.

https://smartbear.com
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•  Create assertions and API monitors that will help you 

evaluate the API performance.

 Here is how the first 30 minutes of your test may look:

Peak Testing

Use peak testing to check how your API works during the 

busiest periods. Peak testing is similar to soak testing, but 

with much heavier load and shorter duration.

To create a peak test:

•  Use the Ramp Sequence or Variance load profile. 

You can also run a test with the Fixed load profile in 

parallel to simulate background load.

•  Simulate the load that is close to the maximum ex-

pected load on the API, while providing some breath-

ing space.

•  Set a long test duration, for example, half a day.

•  Create assertions and API monitors that will help 

you evaluate the API performance.

Here is what your test may look like:

https://smartbear.com
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Spike Testing 

Spike testing helps you check how the tested API re-

sponds to a sudden spike in the number of users. The API 

should be able to stabilize and return to normal function-

ing after the spike passes.

To create a spike test, use the Burst load profile. It helps 

you simulate a short burst of users well above the expect-

ed maximum load. After that or in parallel, run another 

load test to check how the API handled the spike.

If you simulate the Burst load profile with the Rate load 

type, the test will create a large number of virtual users 

coming to the API. This will simulate the sudden spike 

that can easily overwhelm the API. If you simulate the 

Burst load profile with the VUs load type, you can specify 

the exact top number of users that will work with the API. 

The test will simulate the specified number of users, even 

if API responses slow down.

Here is how your test may look:

As you can see, there are a number of tests you can 

run to ensure the performance of your API. While 

load testing is essential, your performance strategy 

should extend throughout the lifecycle of your API. 

Luckily, with a tool like Ready! API, you can reuse 

functional tests to set up monitors for API once it’s in 

production. 

In addition to performance monitoring, with the 

Ready! API platform, you also have the ability to re-

use existing test scripts from SoapUI to run security 

tests on your API. In the final section of the eBook, 

we will take a closer look at how to security test your 

API. 

https://smartbear.com
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Security Testing Your API
API security is even more critical today with the plethora 

of connected apps and mobile apps in the marketplace. 

Testing your API for security risks enables you to protect 

your services and consumers against the most common 

security vulnerabilities. 

If you prefer to build your own security tests from scratch, 

we have that capability as well.

Secure Pro, on the Ready! API platform, helps you find 

and address API security vulnerabilities before you go 

to production by providing a number of built-in securi-

ty scans that you can easily add to your API tests. Our 

unique Security Scan Wizard walks you through the 

steps of customizing the test run by selecting the scans 

you want to use and the test steps you want to run them 

against.

Our built-in security tests include the top 10 OWASP 

Identified threats:

BOUNDARY SCAN

Sending in data at the boundary of allowed values or 

in direct opposition of the allowed values may cause 

your system to display unwanted information. This 

scan sends those requests through to see if your API 

can be breached.

CROSS-SITE SCRIPTING

This test checks to make sure your API doesn’t ex-

pose the parameters it uses by displaying the in mes-

sages and URLs. 

FUZZING SCAN

This scan injects random text as API requests in an 

effort to provoke unknown erros, buffer overflows, 

stack traces, or string vulnerabilties.

INVALID TYPES

This scan sends an unexpected data format in the re-

quest so you can validate that the API can gracefully 

handle input of the wrong data type.

https://smartbear.com
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MALFORMED XML

This scan will insert malformed XML snippets into the API 

request in an effort to expose sensitive information or 

potentially crash a vulnerable API.

MALICIOUS ATTACHMENT

Malicious attachments can take several forms and have 

multiple purposes - for our scan, we add and/or replace 

attachments to the request with invalid or large attach-

ments to seek out vulnerabiltiies in the API or the code.

SQL INJECTION

Our SQL injection test can send malicious SQL state-

ments to your API in an effort to access and weaken your 

databases.

XML BOMB

The XML Bomb sends an extremely large XML file to your 

API in an effort to create a stack overflow.

XML INJECTION

This scan injects unexpected XML content and/or struc-

tures into the API request in an attempt to disrupt its 

behavior.

https://smartbear.com
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Here’s a closer look at how it works within the Ready! API 

platform:

1 Starting with an 

existing functional test 

script, simply right click 

on your test case and 

select “New Security 

Test”

https://smartbear.com
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2 3You’ll get a popup with a menu containing the available 

out of the box scans:

Check or uncheck the scans you’d like to use for this test 

case and press OK to be taken to the Secure Pro tab for 

further configuration options:

https://smartbear.com
https://smartbear.com/product/ready-api/loadui/overview/


TRY IT FOR FREE

Speed is just as important as accuracy when it 
comes to APIs. A slow API can grind the user 

experience to a halt, but you don’t have to wait 
for things to go live before understanding how 

they will behave under heavy load.

https://smartbear.com/product/ready-api/loadui/free-trial/
https://smartbear.com
https://smartbear.com/product/ready-api/loadui/overview/


SmartBear’s Ready! API platform gives 
your team the tools it needs to ensure API 
functionality, performance, and security.

In addition to testing, the Ready! API platform gives you the ability to reuse 

functional tests to monitor your API while in production. Monitor APIs deployed 

outside the firewall or within your private network from multiple locations around the 

world with the API Monitoring feature in SmartBear’s AlertSite tool.

SmartBear’s API Readiness platform, Ready! API, is a unified set of testing tools that 

includes SoapUI NG for functional testing, LoadUI NG Pro for load testing, ServiceV 

Pro for API service virtualization and Secure Pro for dynamic API security testing.

LEARN MORE ABOUT API MONITORING

https://smartbear.com
https://smartbear.com/product/alertsite/api-monitoring/
https://smartbear.com/product/alertsite/api-monitoring/
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